THE ISOMORPHISM QUESTION FOR MODULAR GROUP ALGEBRAS OF METACYCLIC p-GROUPS
Let p be a prime, G-a finite nonabelian p-group and F = GF(p)-the field with p elements. In this note we study the following isomorphism problem: Whether the isomorphism of group algebras F[G] and F[H] implies the isomorphism of groups G and H. In [4] it was given the positive answer to this question for all p-groups of order at most p4. Here we prove the following THEOREM. If G is a metacyclic p-group, p > 3, and
Our result depends on some lemmas. We use standard notation, see [3, 5] . The proof of the first part is by an easy induction on n. The second part is obvious.
For any finite p-group G let {^i(G)} be the Brauer-Jennings-Zassenhaus ^#-series of a p-group G defined by ^#i (G) = G and for n > 2
where i is the smallest integer satisfying ip > n. LEMMA 3. If G is a finite p-group with G' cyclic, then for every integer n > 1
. We shall say that G is a pi-group iff xp = yp implies (xy~1)p -1 for all x,y G G. 
F[G] c FlG]/(u(F[G'])F{G])p * F[H]/(oj(F[H'])F[H])p » F[H].
The group G satisfies the assumption of Lemma 4, so where s > 1. We have Oi(G') = G'(p°_1), so by Lemma 3
üJi(F[G]) = u(F\ni(G)])F[G]. By the obvious inclusion ui(F[üi(H)])F[H] C <jJi(F{H]) we have then \H/iii(H)\ = dimFF[H/ni(H)] = dimFF[H] -dimFüj(F[rii(H)])F[H] > dimFF[77] -dimFoji(F[H]) = dimF F[G] -dimF wx(F[
and by the induction G/Qi(G') s H/Qi(H'). Since G/üi(G') is generated by x = xfii(G'), y -yüi(G') with relations Suppose now that x and y are generators of G with the defining relations (1), the possible smallest order of (x) n (y) and (x) n (y) ^ 1. Remark that the order of y must be greater than the order of x. Otherwise, using standard considerations one can replace y by an element yi such that (x,yi) = G and (x) n (yi) = 1. Assuming G/üi(G') ~ H/Qi(H') as above we can choose generators u and v of H such that iîi (7/') < (u) and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. I am grateful to Professor E. R. Puczylowski for his valuable suggestions during the preparation of the paper.
